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Double click the OnBase Client icon to open OnBase 

 

Enter your user name (email address) and your password then click the Login button 

 

On first login OnBase will default to the Document Retrieval window.  



Accessing the Document Image Window 

For scanning we’ll need to access the Document Imaging Window.   

From the top menu bar click Processing then Scan/Index to open the Document Imaging window. 

 

OR to make the Document Imaging window open automatically open when you login  

Click User, User Options 

 

Click the Startup tab  

 

Check the box next to Scan & un-check the box next to Iconized (so window won’t open in a minimized state) 

 

Now the next time you login to the scan station the Document Imaging widow will automatically open. 

 



Document Imaging Window  

Queue List Window displays the status of your batches. 

 Awaiting Index:  contains batches that are ready to be indexed. 

 Index in Progress:  contains batches that are in the process of being indexed. 

 Awaiting Commit:  contains batches that have been completely processed and are awaiting verification. 

 Committed:  contains batches that have been verified and have been written to the 2nd copy of OnBase. 

Indexing Dialog Box displays scanning & indexing options for batches & documents. 

Indexing Status Window displays messages regarding scanning & indexing. 

Working Window displays scanned document images. 

 Scan Queues:  Lists scan queues available to you. 

 

  

Queue List Window 

Indexing Dialog Box 

Working Window 

Indexing Status Window 



Right-click Menus 

Queue List Window right-click menu options: 

 Refresh:  updates the Document Imaging Window with the latest scan queue and batch information. 

Automatically Refresh:  with automatically refresh the Document Imaging Window every 30 seconds with the 

latest scan queue and batch information. 

 

Working Window right-click menu options: 

 Scan:  Pulls documents from feeder tray though scanner and creates image copies in OnBase 

Scan From Disk:  allows you to browse to file, folder, or removable disk.  The selected document is imported into 

OnBase. 

Sweep Directory:  allows you to browse to file, folder, or removable disk.  The selected documents are imported 

into OnBase. 

Index Batch:  allows you to select batch within the Scan Queue and index it from there rather than going to the 

Awaiting Index Queue. 

Scan Format Setup:  used to specify scanner and document settings and preferences. 

Select Scan Source:  used to select the scanner to be used. 

View Documents:  displays list of documents in the batch.  Double-click a document to view it in the Working 

Window. 

Show Batch Summary:  allows you to select a batch and view it’s Batch Summary Report which lists current 

batch status, number of indexed and un-indexed documents, and the time and date each action was performed. 

Clear Selected:  de-selects highlighted item. 

Refresh:  updates the Document Imaging Window with the latest scan queue and batch information. 

 

Batch Status Queue right-click menu options:  available when working in Awaiting Index, Index In Progress, etc. queues.  

Availability of options depends on user rights and where you’re at in the process ~ ie. you can’t commit a batch until it’s  

been indexed. 

 

Commit Selected:  writes the data to the 2nd  copy of OnBase. 

Index Documents:  displays document in Working Window and activates the Indexing Dialog Box allowing you to 

enter Document Type and Keyword values for the documents scanned. 

Locate Batch:  opens a search box and allows you to search the Batch Queue for a specific batch by number or 

name. 

Rename Batch:  allows you to change the name of your batch. 

Create List Report:  generates a text file with keyword and processing info for each document in a batch. 

Create Keyword List:  generates a text file with keywords from each document in the batch. 

Show Batch Summary:  displays a Batch Summary Report which lists current batch status, number of indexed 

and un-indexed documents, and the time and date each action was performed. 

Change Scan Queue:  changes scan queue that batch is assigned to. 

View Documents:  displays list of documents in the batch. 

Clear Selected:  de-selects highlighted item. 

Select Batch Range:  allows you to select a range of batches, by batch number, that appear in the Working 

Window. 

Purge Selected:  only RMO’s (Records Management Officer’s) have the ability to purge.  Purged documents are 

deleted from the server and are NOT recoverable. 

Refresh:  updates the Document Imaging Window with the latest scan queue and batch information. 

 



Document Preparation 

Make sure all the documents are complete with no pages missing. 
 

Count the number of documents you are planning to scan.  After you scan the documents you’ll see a document 
count on the scanning screen.  Confirm that the number of documents you counted matches the number of 
documents scanned. 

 
Scan small manageable stacks at a time scanning too many items at once makes the scanner more likely to grab two 
or more pages at once causing some pages not to be imaged.  You will have the option to click Add More Pages 
button once scanning is complete. 

 
Fan the pages after removing staples to make sure they don’t stick together. 

 
When preparing documents it is VERY important to remove all staples, clips, etc.  If any have been forgotten it will 
cause the scanner to jam. 

 
The scanner works fastest in portrait mode.   

 
Documents should be placed in the scanner face down with the top of the document in first so when scanning is 
complete the pages will be right side up. 



Scanning 

Scanning allows you to scan paper documents and convert the captured images into electronic image documents. 

To scan into OnBase you need to open a Scan Queue.  Select Scan Queues: in the Queue List Window.  All scan queues 

available to you will be displayed in the Working Window on the right.  Double click appropriate the Scan Queue to open 

it.   

Note:  Your personal configuration will determine what Scan Queues are available to you. 

 

 

The Scan Queue is now opened and displayed in the Queue List Window 

 

Any existing batches associated with the Scan Queue will be displayed in the Working Window. 



Indexing Dialog Box 

After the Scan Queue has been opened the Indexing Dialog Box becomes active.  From here you’ll choose your scanning 

options. 

Scan Format: Contains information about the scanner settings, size of documents, and the file compression for the 

scanned documents. 

 Duplex:  scans both sides of each page and places each page (front & back) into a single document. 

Duplex Patch Code (Multiple pages):  scans both sides of each page and places all pages into a single document 

until the you indicate otherwise either with patch code pages or by clicking New Document in the Scanning 

Complete Dialog Box. 

Simplex:  scans only the front side of the page and places each page (front only) into a single document. 

Simplex Patch Code (Multiple pages): scans only the front side of the page and places all pages into a single 

document until the you indicate otherwise either with patch code pages or by clicking New Document in the 

Scanning Complete Dialog Box. 

 

Scan Mode: Provides various indexing options. 

No Index:  allows you to perform manual indexing after documents have been scanned into OnBase.  The 

documents will be sent to the Awaiting Index queue where indexing can be completed. 

Pre-Index:  activates Document Type drop down list and allows you to specify the Document Type and any 

common Keywords among the documents being scanned.  The documents will be sent to the Awaiting Index 

Queue where indexing can be completed. 

Full-Index:  activates the Document Type drop down list and allows you to specify the Document Type and all 

document Keywords.  The documents will be sent to the Awaiting Commit queue once scanning is complete. 

 

 

  

Once you’ve chosen your Scan Format and Scan Mode click Scan. 



OnBase will prompt you for a batch name.  By default it will be the date and username but you can name the batch 

whatever you like.  Click OK to start scanning the documents. (Remember to load the scanner face down/top in) 

 

 

Once the automatic document feeder has emptied the Scanning Complete dialog will display and offer a number of 

processing options. 

 

Scan More Pages:  will add additional pages to the end of the document just scanned. 

New Document:  will start a new document in the batch (same as the system finding a patch code) 

New Document Type:  allows you to scan a new document into the batch using a different Document Type.  

Click drop down select list to choose new Document Type then click New Document Type to start scanner. 

Change Format:  allows you to change a different scan format for the batch or document. 

Discard Pages:  deletes ALL pages/documents scanned into the batch. 

Done:  closes the batch and sends it to the Awaiting Index queue.  (Should be used when you’re done scanning 

for the day or a long period of time not after every document you scan.) 

Delete Last Page:  deletes the last page scanned (Helpful when scanner jams) 

Delete Last Document:  deletes the last scanned document (back to previous patch code if more than one 
document in batch.)  Click Retry to re-scan the last document or click Cancel to cancel scanning. 

 

When you’re finished scanning your documents for the day click Done to close the batch and send it to the Awaiting 

Index queue.  



Creating a Scan Format 

 

A Scan format provides information to the scanner about the documents being scanned, e.g. Duplex (Double Sided), 

Simplex (Single Sided), document size, the number of pages in a document (duplex is considered 2 pages), etc.  

In the Document Imaging window right click and choose Scan Format Setup from the menu. 

 

 
 

The Scan Format Setup dialog box will be displayed.  Any of the existing formats can be modified if necessary by clicking 

the Scanner Setup, Document Setup, File Format Setup, and Image Processing (if applicable) buttons. 

 

 
 

Or you can create a new one.  Enter the name of the scan format in the field at the bottom of the dialog box can click 

Create.  The following dialog boxes (Scanner Setup, Document Setup, and File Format Setup) are displayed in succession. 



Scanner Properties Dialog Box 

 

Scanner specific configuration options will be displayed in this dialog box where you can configure how many sides of a 

document to scan, image resolution, and color mode.  It’s considered best practice to scan in Black & White (bi-tonal) 

with a resolution of 200 – 300 dpi.  Click OK to save your changes or the Options (see below) or Advanced (refer to vrs 

software manual) button to make other changes. 

 

 
 

 Clicking the Options button opens the Source Properties Dialog Box. 

 
 

These are the Kofax Image Controls.  These properties will be applied to the document before the Scan Format Settings 

or Process Options take effect. 

Front/Back Picking Rectangle:  used to define a specific area to be scanned.  When scanning in duplex you can 

define two different areas for the front and back of the document. 



 Top:  Top of the rectangle relative to the top of the document being scanned. 

 Left:  Left side of the rectangle relative to the left side of the document being scanned. 

 Width:  the width of your picking rectangle 

 Height:  the height of your picking rectangle 

Front/Back Rotation:  Rotates document x degrees clockwise.  The rotation can be specified individually for the 

front and back of the document. 

Front/Back Delete Page Threshold:  used to specify the compressed file size threshold to determine if a page is 

blank or not.  Note: Generally this is already set in the Scan Queue process settings.  Only one setting should be used at 

a time! 

Prescan (cache):  identifies number of temporarily stored images on the Kofax hardware accelerator.  The size of 

cache is limited by the amount of memory on the Kofax accelerator.  This allows for continuous scanning until 

the cache is full. 

Page Timeout (secs):  number of seconds the scanner waits to see if more paper is fed in the scanner. 

 

Click OK to save your settings.  You’ll be returned to the Scan Format Setup Box.  Click the Document Setup button to 

configure document and rotation options for the documents being scanned.   

 

Document Setup Dialog Box 

 

 
 

Duplex Emulation:  allows non-duplexing (double-sided) scanning to be emulated by the user.  It requires the 

operator, when prompted, to flip the document after all the front pages are scanned and run all the back sides 

of the documents through the scanner.  The back of each document scanned will appear right after its front side 

so the document is in order when scanning is complete. 

One Document: When selected all pages placed in the scanner will be scanned into a single document until a 

patch code is scanned or the user selects New Document from the Scanning Complete dialog box. 

Break on new file (scan from disk):  Used when bringing files in from a disk.  All files in the directory will 

be brought in as one document. 



Multiple Documents:  Used to identify documents with multiple pages.  Use in conjunction with the pages per 

document setting. 

 Pages per document:  Enter number of pages per document.  Use arrows to scroll through numbers. 

Adjust for Duplex:  Use in conjunction with Multi Page Documents.  Ensure that both sides of a 2-sided 

document are saved to the same document.  It forces the 2nd page of a 2-sided document to append 

even if the number of pages per document states otherwise. 

No Rotation:  pages are not rotated as they’re scanned. 

Rotate Left 90 degrees:  pages are rotated one turn left as they’re scanned. 

Rotate Right 90 degrees:  pages are rotated one turn right as they’re scanned. 

Rotate 180 degrees:  pages are rotated two turns as they’re scanned. 

 

Click Save to maintain settings. 

 

File Format Setup 

 

The system defaults to the preferred file format storage setting of TIFF Group 4 images.  If documents must be stored as 

color or grayscale it’s considered best practice to store them as JPEG files. 

 

 
 

File Type:  select file format documents will be stored in. 

Compression: select compression to be used w/file type selected. 

 



Image Processing Setup 

 

 
Border Removal: changes black border on scanned images to white. 

 Enable:  changes black boarder to white and keeps the original size of the document 

Crop:  removes black boarder from the images which reduces the size of the image by the amount of 

border removed 

 White Noise Gap:  

Deshade:  removes grey or shaded areas (groups of speckles) from an image w/out affecting the text in those 

areas. (ie. removes green bar from scanned reports) 

 Detection Enable:  monitors images for shaded areas 

 Removal Enable:  removes shaded areas based on parameters configured. 

  Minimum Width of Area: minimum width of shaded area to be removed 

  Minimum Height of Area:  minimum height of shaded area to be removed. 

  Maximum Speckle Width:  width of an individual shaded area. 

  Maximum Speckle Height:  height of an individual shaded area. 

Speckle Width Compensation:  number of pixels to add to the Maximum Speckle Width 

to detect variable speckle sizes. 

Speckle Height Compensation: number of pixels to add to the Maximum Speckle Height 

to detect variable speckle sizes. 

Deskew: straightens out misaligned images to improve readability.  

 Detection Enable: Activates skew detection. 

 Use Scanner:  instructs scanner to deskew before sending images to Kofax engine.   

 Correction Enable: activates skew correction. 

  Minimum Angle:  defines minimum angle, from vertical axis, to correct.   

  Maximum Angle:  defines the maximum angle, from vertical axis, to correct. 

Despeckle:  removes groups of black pixels (background noise) from an image. 

 Removal Enable:  activates despeckle. 



  Height:  maximum height of unwanted speckles 

  Width: maximum width of unwanted speckles 

Edge Enhancement:  opens Image Filter Properties dialog box that provides options for smoothing the edges of 

characters and lines to provide readability.  Selecting one or more to apply to the image  

Character Smoothing:  smooths out the edges of lines or characters to improve readability for OCR.  

Changes colors around edge to match surrounding pixels. 

Thinning Filter:  changes black pixels to white to thin lines and characters.  Sometimes used to remove 

speckling or shading.  Used for images or characters that are ballooned or blend together. 

Thicken Filter:  changes white pixels to black thickening lines.  Sometimes it exaggerates the background 

shading and speckling. 

Smooth and Clean:  smooths characters and might remove lines.  Changes black pixels to white if not 

part of 2x2 or greater block of black pixels.  Combine w/Deshading, Despeckling, and Line Removal for 

best results.  

Fill Line Breaks:  fills and smooths lines by changing black pixels to white if not part of a 2x2 or greater 

white block of white pixels.  May merge horizontal or vertical lines depending on proximity to each 

other. 

Smooth, Clean + preserve h&v lines:  like Smooth and Clean but preserves horizontal and vertical lines. 

Fill Line Breaks + preserve h&v lines:  like Fill Line Breaks but preserves horizontal and vertical lines.  

Use for images w/parallel lines that are close together. 

Lighten Thicken Filter:  thickens lines and characters but to a lesser degree than Thicken Filter.  Use only 

after Deshading and  Despeckling have taken place.  Improves dot matrix printing and facsimiles. 

Outline:  preservers only outer edge of line, character, or image. 

Streak Removal:  eliminates marks on original document or created during scanning. 

 Enable: activates streak removal 

 Streak Width (pixels):  maximum width of streak to remove. 

Line Removal:  eliminates horizontal and vertical lines and repairs characters affected by line removal. 

 Horizontal Enable: activates horizontal line removal. 

  Minimum Length (pixels):  minimum horizontal line length to remove. 

  Maximum Height (pixels):  maximum horizontal line thickness to remove. 

Maximum Break (pixels): maximum number of consecutive white pixels that are considered 

part of the horizontal line. 

Edge Clean Factor (pixels):   number of pixels to clean up after removing horizontal line. 

Horizontal Character Reconstruction Enable: activates horizontal character repair process. 

Minimum Repair Height:  minimum horizontal character height to reconstruct. 

Maximum Repair Width:  maximum horizontal character width to reconstruct. 

Vertical Enable: activates vertical line removal. 

  Minimum Length (pixels):  minimum vertical line length to remove. 

  Maximum Width (pixels):  maximum vertical line width to remove. 

Maximum Break (pixels): maximum number of consecutive white pixels that are considered 

part of the vertical line. 

Edge Clean Factor (pixels):   number of pixels to clean up after removing vertical line 

Vertical Character Reconstruction Enable: activates vertical character repair process. 

Minimum Repair Height:  minimum vertical character height to reconstruct. 

Maximum Repair Width:  maximum vertical character width to reconstruct. 

Endorser:  N/A - if equipped would imprint a text string on the front of each document. 



Indexing a Batch 

 

Once your documents have been scanned in they’ll need to be indexed so that they can be retrieved.  Indexing 

documents is the process of assigning Document Types and keywords to the scanned documents for the purpose of 

retrieval.  Note:  Indexing does not have to be performed from scanning stations.  Indexing can be done from any computer 

configured with the OnBase Web Client. 

 

Click on the Awaiting Index (#) queue in the Queue List Window to open it up.  

 

 
 

All scanned batches will appear on the right in the Working Window in order of oldest to newest.   

Click to select one or more (using the Shift or Crtl key) batches, right click and choose Index Documents from the menu. 

 

 



The Indexing Dialog Box will now be active and the first page of the first document in the batch will display in the 

Working Window.   

 

 
 

 

Double click on any of the thumbnail images to open it in the Working Window.  The black area on the thumbnail 

highlights the area that’s currently displayed in the Working Window.  Select the black area and drag it up and down to 

scroll up and down the image.  Right click on a thumbnail (it will outline in red) and you can drag it to re-order your 

pages. 

 

The Status Bar at the bottom of the page shows how many batches were selected, what page of the document you’re 

looking at, document page total, documents left to index, and the total number of documents in the batch. 

 

 

 



In the Indexing Dialog Box choose the Document Type you are indexing using the drop down arrow.  Once you select 

your document type the associated keywords will be displayed.  Enter a value in each Keyword Field. 

  
Any keyword that displays a down arrow to the right has keywords values associated with it.  Click the arrow to 

select the appropriate keyword from the list. 

Date fields can be entered manually (mm/dd/yyyy) or selected from the calendar. 

Keywords displayed in RED are required keywords.  The system will not allow you to continue indexing this 

document until the required keywords are filled. 

If you have several documents that contain the exact same keywords you can lock the keywords by clicking on 

the icon that looks like a lock.  You have to remember to unlock them by clicking on the icon again when the 

keywords are not exactly the same.   

If the keyword area contains a scroll bar then there are additional kewyords to be entered.  Use the arrow to 

scroll down to the additional keywwords.   

Index:  After all of the required keywords have been entered for the current document, click on Index button.  

This will mark the current document as indexed and move to the next document to be indexed in the batch.  

Continue indexing the each document until all documents in batch have been indexed.  At that time the batch 

will close and move to the Awaiting Commit queue.  

Append:  Click if page displayed in the Working Window is a continuation of the previous document.  The 

displayed page will become the last page of the previous document indexed.  

Clear Keys:  Clears all values in the keyword text boxes. 

Scan:  During indexing allows you to scan more pages directly into the current document.  

 

Note:  If you get interrupted before you’ve completed indexing the entire batch, when you begin indexing again  you will find the 

incompleted batch under Index in Progress. 
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Multiple Values – F6 Key  

While indexing, you can add multiple values to a keyword by using the F6 key while indexing.  
 
Enter first keyword value  
Press the F6 function key (top keyboard row) to duplicate the keyword  
Enter additional value  
 

This can be executed as many times as needed.  
 
 

Indexing Toolbar 

 

 

First Document  (Alt+1):  takes you to the first un-indexed document in the batch you are currently indexing.  

Only becomes available after you’ve used the Next or Last Document options. 

  

Previous Document (Alt+V):  takes you to the previous document that has not been indexed.  Only becomes 

available after you’ve used the Next or Last Document options. 

 

Next Document (Alt+N):  takes you to the first page of the next un-indexed document in the batch you’re 

indexing. 

 

Last Document (Alt+L):  takes you to the first page of the last document in the batch you’re indexing. 

 

Delete Page (Alt+G):  deletes the page currently selected and displayed in the Working Window.   

 

Delete Document (Alt+C):  deletes the current un-indexed document from the batch. 

 

Skip Document (Alt+K):   skips to the next un-indexed document.  You will have to go to the Index in Progress  

queue in order to index document that was skipped. 

 

Create New Document (Alt+R): will create a new document from the current document displayed.  Select the 

page you wish to start the new document, click the Create New Document button, if configured the Create New 

Document dialog box will be displayed allowing you to index the new document.  Select Delete copied pages 

from original document to delete pages from your original document.  Document created will become the next 

document in batch to be indexed. 

 

Stop Indexing (Alt + Q):  takes you out of the batch you are indexing and moves the batch to the Indexi in 

Progress queue. 
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Scan additional pages into a Document from Batch View 

 

Open the document that is missing pages.  Right-click on the document and select Scan More Pages…. 

 

 
 

An Information dialog box will open asking you to select a Scan Queue, Scan Format, and then click Scan to scan 

additional pages. 

 

Click on Scan Queues and then double click on the appropriate Scan Queue to open it.  The document is now displayed in 

the Working Window and the Indexing information is displayed in the Indexing Dialog Box. 

 

 
 

Click the Scan button ….. 



….to open the Scan more pages dialog box. 

Load your additional pages on the scanner feed tray (face down/top in) and select the appropriate radio button to 

indicate where the additional pages should be placed. 

 
Click OK to start the scanner. 

 

When scanning is complete the Scanning Complete dialog box will be displayed.   Click Done when finished. 

Your document with the additional pages will be displayed.  Click the X to close the document. 

 
 

From the top menu bar click Processing then Scan/Index to re-open the Document Imaging window. 

 



Delete and Reorder Pages 

The Delete/Reorder Pages dialog box displays thumbnail images of the document and provides the ability to delete or 

reorder the pages. 

Double click on a document to open it.  Then right-click and choose Delete/Reorder Pages from the menu. 

 
 

A new window opens and displays the entire document in numbered thumbnail images. 

 
If the entire document is too large to display all images a holding area will display on the right side of the window to hold 

thumbnails you are working with while you scroll down through the document. (Good for re-ordering pages)



Navigating the Delete/Reorder Pages Window 

 

Hover over a thumbnail to view a larger image. 

Left-click once on a thumbnail to select it.  Selected thumbnails will be outlined in blue. 

Double click on a thumbnail to mark it for deletion.  A big red X will be displayed across the image. 

Click and Drag selected images to reorder them.  Note:  All selected thumbnails will move at the same time.  Thumbnail 

numbers will remain consistent as you drag the images around so you know the original layout of the document.   

 

 

Delete/Reorder Toolbar 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Save Changes and Close:  saves changes made to the document and closes Delete/Reorder Pages window 

 

Cancel Changes:  undoes changes made 

 

Delete All:  selects all pages and marks for deletion.  Then you can go through and un-select pages that don’t 

need to be deleted.  Note:  The system will not allow you to delete all pages from this view. 

 

Undelete All:  unselects all the pages marked for deletion. 

 

Delete Selected:  marks selected thumbnails for deletion with a big red X  

 

Select All:  selects all thumbnails then you can go through and un-select pages that do need to be selected. 

 

Rotate Selected 90 degrees counter clockwise: rotates pages 90 degrees to the left. 

 

Rotate Selected 90 degrees clockwise: rotates pages 90 degrees to the right. 

 

Set thumbnail sizes:  displays thumbnail size dialog box which allows you to change the size of the normal and 

zoomed thumbnail images displayed. 

 Normal/Zoom thumbnails Width:  set dimensions for both normal and zoomed thumbnails 

 Delay:  specify time it takes before thumbnail zoomed images to display when hovered over. 

Never Show Holding Area:  prevents the holding area from opening when all the document thumbnail 

images can’t be displayed at once. 
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 Creating a New Document 

 

You can create a new document from any open document by right-click on the document image and selecting Send To 

then Create New Document… 

 
 

 



The Advanced Create new document from existing dialog box will be displayed allowing you to index the document. 

Select the Document type 

 

Enter the page or pages (1,3,5 or 3-8) that will become the new document. 

 

 
 

 

Check the Delete copied pages from original document box if you want to delete these pages from original document. 

Enter appropriate keywords and then click OK.  The new document will be displayed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To add a different value to a keyword 

with a data set you’ll need to delete 

the existing keyword and then click 

the arrow to see all acceptable values. 



Zoom (rubber band) 

 

You can zoom in on a document and print, save, or create a new document from this magnified area. To zoom into an 
area of a document: 
  

 
Click in the top left corner where you‘d like to start your selection  
 
Then drag the mouse diagonally across the area you’d like to enlarge. 

 

 
 
Once the desired area is selected release the mouse button and click Zoom from the menu presented.  The magnified 
selection will be displayed. 

 

1 
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To print, save, or create a new document from the magnified selection you’ll need to access the “rubber band” menu. To 

activate this menu click the Ctrl key and drag your mouse across the entire magnified area you wish to print.  The rubber 

band menu will be displayed. 

 

 

 

 Print Selected:  Opens the print dialog box. 

 Zoom:  magnifies portion of document selected. 

 Copy Text to Clipboard:  Copies selected area to clipboard (For text documents when an overlay is applied) 

 Copy Image to Clipboard: Copies selected area to clipboard 

 Copy Selection to Window:  Copies zoomed area to a new window. 

 Save Selection As:   Allows you to save selected area as an image file. 

Create new Document: Creates new document from selected area.  The Create new document from image 

snippet dialog box will be displayed. 

  



Committing a Batch 

 

As batches are indexed they move to the Awaiting Commit queue where they will need to be committed. At the time of 
commit the system marks the batch as being completed and also writes additional copies of the scanned image files to 
at least one additional storage device for further redundancy.  
 
Note: Documents become available for retrieval as soon as they’re indexed. 

  
Click on the Awaiting Commit (#) queue to open it.  
 

 
 

All uncommitted batches will be displayed in the queue.  Batches shown will depend on individual user privileges and 

rights.  You can double click to open a batch and display its documents allowing a final review before committing them. 

 

Documents follow a standard naming convention of: Document Type Name, followed by document keywords and their 

values.   

 

 
 



 

Modifying Keyword Values 

 

To view/modify keyword s on a document right-click on the document name in the hit list or the document image in an 

opened document and choose Keywords 

 

 
 

 

The Add/Modify Keywords dialog box will be displayed.   

 

From here you and modify the Document Date and Keyword values.  You can also add additional keyword fields by 

double clicking on the keyword name or entering a keyword value and then clicking the F6 function key (keyboard top 

row) to add an additional keyword field.   

 

 

 
 

 

Click Save when changes are complete. 

 



Modify Document Types 

 

Modifying a Document Type is done through re-indexing.  To re-index a document right-click on the document name in 

the hit list or the document image in an opened document and choose Re-Index. 

 

 
 

The Re-Index Document dialog box will be displayed.   

 

From here you modify the Document Type, Document Date, and Keyword values.   

 

 
 

Click Re-Index when changes are complete. 


